Walker Books
Green List

Ten Things I Can Do To Help My World
Melanie Walsh
9781406320299
PB • £6.99
This cleverly interactive book uses cut
pages to demonstrate ten simple actions
that even very young people can do to
help the environment, like turning the tap
off when you brush your teeth, walking
to school and using paper on both sides.
Age 3+

My Green Day
Melanie Walsh
9781406319125
HB • £10.00
Publishing in April 2010
From composting leftovers
to packing the shopping in
reusable bags, lift the diecut pages and reveal ten
simple green activities for
young children to do between
breakfast and bedtime. Age 3+

The Wild Woods
Simon James
9781406308457
PB • £5.99

Dear Greenpeace
Simon James
9781406308488
PB • £5.99

Simon James is an award-winning author and illustrator,
many of whose warm, gentle stories explore a child's unique
relationship with nature. His ecological message - lightly and
amusingly conveyed - is that the best thing is to enjoy nature
and leave it alone. Age 3+

Window
Jeannie Baker
9780744594867
PB • £5.99
Jeannie Baker is renowned both
for her skilfully textured collages
and for the environmental
consciousness guiding her work.
These elements come together in a
wonderfully effective picture book
showing the initially subtle, but
ultimately irrevocable, impact that
human beings have on the world
outside the window. Age 3+

Belonging
Jeannie Baker
9781406305487
PB • £5.99
A wonderful wordless picture
book in which a little girl
plants a garden and, as
it - and she - grows, her
drab city neighbourhood is
transformed. The message
in the title is that we need to
bring back a variety of local
plants to our communities
and that we belong to the
land, not it to us. Age 3+
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Let's Save the Animals
Frances Barry
9781406312492
HB • £9.99
Publishing in February 2010
Frances Barry introduces
conservation to very young
children with ten endangered
animals. They are illustrated in
her bold, charming style with
flaps on each page so children
can interact with the animals
as they learn about them.
Age 2+

The Hidden Forest
Jeannie Baker
9780744578768
PB • £5.99
Whilst on a fishing trip, Ben is
frustrated by the small fish he catches
and recklessly pulls them off the line,
leaving them to die. Yet when Sophie
takes him snorkelling, he marvels
at the underwater world, brilliantly
brought to life by Jeannie Baker's
collages.
Age 4+

Ape
Martin Jenkins
Illustrated by Vicky White
9781406319293
PB • £6.99
"There are five kinds of great ape
in the world and four of them are
very rare." Filled with Vicky White's
stunning portraits of orangutans,
chimps, bonobos and gorillas,
the book's gentle conservation
message is that we - the fifth ape
- can be a problem for them all.
Extraordinary art by a talented
young illustrator. Age 4+

Teach Your Granny to Text
We Are What We Do
9781406320718
PB • £10.00
The movement for social change
We Are What We Do has teamed up
with over 4000 children to create 30
actions that could change the world.
From teaching your granny to text and
walking your dad, to cooking a meal,
sharing a story, recycling your toys
and paying a compliment, this stylish,
energetic and inspiring book is full of
small things that make a big difference!
Age 4+

Where the Forest Meets the Sea
Jeannie Baker
9780744513059
PB • £5.99
We follow a boy’s imaginative journey
through the rainforest, walking alongside
dinosaurs, aboriginal children and ancient
trees. But, looking into the future, the
forest’s beauty and sense of myth has
been replaced by roads and hotels. The
story’s beautiful collages were created
by Jeannie Baker using natural materials
collected on visits to Australia’s Daintree
wilderness. Age 4+

Mia's Story
Michael Foreman
9781406305333
PB • £5.99
This lovely picture book, set in
Chile and subtitled A Sketchbook
of Hopes and Dreams, tells of
a little girl in a rural slum who
unexpectedly finds a way out of
poverty by growing flowers and
selling them in the big city. Age 4+
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Ice Bear
Nicola Davies
Illustrated by Gary Blythe
9781406313048
PB • £5.99
9781406313031
PB & CD • £6.99
The Inuit have discovered so much about their own
environment - including how best to hunt for food and
how to protect themselves from blizzards - from the
‘Nanuk’ or Polar Bear. This beautifully illustrated book
teaches younger children that we can learn from the
animal kingdom, and that we should “share our world
with gratitude and pride”. Age 4+

Big Blue Whale
Nicola Davies
Illustrated by Nick Maland
9781406312577
PB • £5.99
9781406312607
PB & CD • £6.99
This beautifully illustrated story introduces early readers
to the majesty of the blue whale as she moves across
the ocean, searches for food, and feeds her young.
However, despite being thirty metres long and weighing
as same as 115 giraffes, they are still incredibly
vulnerable to extinction. Age 4+

White Owl, Barn Owl
Nicola Davies
Illustrated by Michael Foreman
9781406313123
PB • £5.99
9781406313116
PB & CD • £6.99
Watch nature quietly, respectfully and
from a distance is the message in this
book, as a young girl builds a nest-box
for a wild barn owl. Readers are also
encouraged to go out and spot owls,
with some useful tips on making nestboxes of their own.
Age 4+
Why the Animals Came to Town
Michael Foreman
9781406318012
HB • £11.99
Publishing in January 2010
The tramp, tramp, tramp of marching
feet, louder and louder, down our
street! That's the sound of the
animals of the world bringing an
urgent message for us all.
A powerful environmental plea from
award-winning illustrator Michael
Foreman. Age 4+

Surprising Sharks
Nicola Davies
Illustrated by James Croft
9781406312874
PB • £5.99
9781406312881
PB & CD • £6.99
A witty, stylishly illustrated Nature Storybook with a strong
conservation message: "every year about six people are killed by
sharks but people kill 100 million sharks." Comes with a CD with
music and extra facts. Age 4+
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Gaia Warriors
Nicola Davies
9781406312348
PB • £9.99
Publishing in November 2009
With an afterword by James Lovelock,
the creator of the Gaia theory, this
is an extraordinary call to arms - the
book on climate change for the 11+
age group. Author Nicola Davies
explains the science and interviews
"gaia warriors" all over the world
working to change the way we live
on this planet, whether it's in the field
of food, travel, fashion, architecture,
protest, the rainforest or energy.
Age 11+

Eye of the Wolf
Daniel Pennac
9781406322736
PB • £4.99
Born worlds apart, a boy from Africa
and a wolf from Alaska meet in a zoo.
As they tell each other their stories,
award-winning French writer Daniel
Pennac explores the changes to their
environment which have brought them
together. Age 8+

Me, All Alone, at the End of the
World
M.T. Anderson
Illustrated by Kevin Hawkes
9780744585551
HB • £10.99
“Swoop for today and forget your
tomorrow” says a “Professional
Visionary” while he fills the once
idyllic End of the World with people,
noise, and carefree fun. A charming
book, that teaches the reader about
change and consequence, while
urging them not to forget about
tomorrow.
Age 6+

Toby Alone
Timothee de Fombelle
Illustrated by Francois Place
9781406307269
PB • £6.99

This Morning I Met a Whale
Michael Morpurgo
Illustrated by Christian Birmingham
9781406315592
PB • £5.99
On an early morning walk along the
Thames a young boy meets a whale
who gives him a special message:
humans must mend the damage
they are doing to the planet before
it is too late. Based on real events in
2006, this is a thought-provoking call
to action from one of Britain's bestloved authors, beautifully illustrated
by Christian Birmingham. Age 7+

Toby and The Secrets of the Tree
Timothee de Fombelle
Illustrated by Francois Place
9781406310146
HB • £9.99

These powerful ecological allegories for the over 8s question
the wisdom of globalisation and exploiting the earth’s limited
resources for our own gain. The books themselves, are printed
on FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) accredited paper and use
soy inks throughout. Age 10+
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